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Overview

Description of swap lines and how they operate

Simple theoretical framework to understand mechanism and
provide testable empirical implications
Exploit exogenous variation to trace out the effect of swap lines
on:

Violations of covered interest parity
Price effects on dollar-denominated assets
Bank stock returns



Literature

Evidence of dislocation in asset markets during periods of
hightened financial distress or binding regulatory requirements.

Lots of papers analyzing the effectiveness of various
unconventional policies – LSAPs, TAF, etc..
Du, Tepper and Verdelhan (2018):

CIPs violations linked to bank balance sheets during post-crisis
period.
Evidence in favor of intermediary asset pricing theory
(Brunnermeier and Sannikov, He and Krishnamurthy, Gabaix and
Maggiori)



Theory

FX markets are OTC so lots of heterogeneity in quotes.

Presence of swap lines puts an upper bound on violations of
covered interest parity:

xt ≤ [ist − it] +
[
i∗pt − i∗vt

]
+ ψt



Event studies:

Nov 30 2010 reduction in U.S. swap line rate from 100 to 50
basis points (shock to [ist − it])

Country-specific changes in policy rate (shock to
[
i∗pt − i∗vt

]
)

End of quarter regulatory demand (window dressing) with versus
without swap line in place.



CIP Results

Inward shift of distribution implies reduction in upper bound.

Average effect is significant – 30 basis points.

Other tests support the view that swap lines alleviate CIP
violations.



GE implications

Quantity and price effects on dollar-denominated bonds held by
recipient foreign banks.

Rate of return effects on recipient foreign banks.
Triple difference strategy:

Dollar vs non-dollar denominated bonds
Held by banks eligible for swap rate relative to banks that are
ineligible
Pre vs Post Nov 30th 2010



Results

Estimated quantity effects are large – 5% of flow of treated banks
(significance?)
Estimated price effects are large – 9-12 bps.

GK estimate 15 bps effect on corp bond yield.

Estimated return effects are very large – 2.7 percent!



Comments

What do price and quantity effects tell us about market price and
quantity movements?

Who sells the bonds to whom?
What happens to average U.S. bond yield?
How persistent are these effects?

Return effects seem implausibly large:
When weighted by bank size, they occur at U.S. banks as well.
This suggests swap line announcement had additional effects
perhaps by demonstrating a willingness to intervene?
Alternatively, the swap-line policy eliminated massive fire-sale
risk that would affect large U.S. banks?

What about other dollar assets? Risky versus less risky?



Dollar Denominated Sovereign Bond Spread: 6 Day Change
Data source: Gilchrist, Yue and Zakrajsek (2019)
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Conclusion

Excellent paper with very nice theory and empirics – everything
you wanted to know about swap lines!

How to interpret aggregate implications?

Large aggregate price effects on dollar-denominated sovereign
bond spreads implies GE effects.

Stronger reaction of speculative vs non-speculative grade bonds
consistent with intermediary asset pricing theory.


